Flash Note

Linius Technologies
Added-value based revenue model taking shape
In its discussions with potential licensees of its Video Virtualization Engine
(VVE) technology in the last few months, we believe LNU has not only been
able to further demonstrate the commercial value of the VVE to potential
licensees, but has also been able to further develop its revenue model; i.e.
a revenue model based on the value LNU can add for clients.
The company’s thinking around its future revenue models for personalized
advertising and anti-piracy applications is best illustrated using a few
examples:
1.
Say a major cable operator generates $500M in generic TV
advertising revenues annually. Applying LNU’s VVE to the operator’s
advertising streams to subscribers would enable the cable operator to
personalize most of its advertising to these subscribers. Personalized ads
on the internet are worth approximately 2.7x more than generic ads.
Applying that same ratio to personalized TV advertising increases the value
of the operator’s TV advertising spots very substantially, i.e. potentially
increasing advertising revenues by 2.7x over the course of the
implementation time frame of, say, three to four years. In other words, the
cable operator’s revenues would grow from $500M to $1.35BN in that time
frame.
LNU aims for part of its revenue stream to be a function of the additional
value it generates for its clients, e.g. 15% of the additional advertising
revenue LNU generates for the cable operator (the industry norm is 15% to
20%). This would translate into $127.5M (15%*$850M) over the course of a
number of years. This 15% fee is just an example and may be lower or
higher.
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Additionally, LNU aims to charge an annual license fee per subscriber of
$1. So, a cable operator with 5M subscribers would pay an annual license
fee of $5M in addition to the variable fee based on higher ads revenues.
2.
In another example, assume a movie studio generates an average
$1BN in box office, Video On Demand (VOD) and DVD/Blu-ray revenues
from a new movie title. The average loss of revenues at the box office
alone, due to content piracy, amounts to 15% (Carnegie Mellon University,
2016). Assuming the box office share of total revenues from a movie title is
40%, with 60% of revenues generated through VOD and DVD sales, this
movie studio misses out on $60M (40%*$1BN*15%) in revenues due to
piracy, just at the box office. We believe revenue losses from piracy in the
VOD and DVD segments are actually a lot higher than revenue loss at the
box office. In any case, LNU’s VVE will enable movie studios to largely
regain control over their pirated content available on the internet, e.g. on
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While proof of
the pudding will be in the eating, i.e. signed contracts with actual revenues to LNU, we believe
awareness of LNU’s capabilities among industry players is growing rapidly.

Instagram videos indexed as further demonstration of VVE’s commercial potential
This awareness has been further increased on the back of LNU’s recent announcement that it
has used its VVE technology to virtualize millions of Instagram and Ted Talk videos. The
company has launched a trial website (Figure 1) where users can search this virtual video library
and generate their own virtual video by combining search results into one video stream. The
resulting video can subsequently be shared, sent and uploaded, e.g. on social media.
F IGURE 1: S CREENSHOT VVE P LAY

Source: Linius Technologies, TMT Analytics

Building commercial momentum, BUY rating reiterated
We believe commercial momentum for LNU is building, driven by its recently launched
commercial plan for the initial four addressable verticals (see our Flash Note dated 2 February
2017) and the demonstration of capabilities through the Instagram virtualization. Furthermore,
the revenue model is crystalizing further and will form the basis for commercial discussions with
prospects, in our view, providing an indication of LNU’s revenue potential. Our DCF model
suggests a fair value per LNU share of A$ 0.28. We reiterate our Buy recommendation for LNU.
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No guarantees or warranties regarding accuracy, completeness or fitness for purpose are provided by TMT
Analytics, and under no circumstances will any of TMT Analytics, its officers, representatives, associates or
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use of the Content.
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TMT Analytics’ issues a BUY recommendation in case of an expected total shareholder return (TSR, share price
appreciation plus dividend yield) in excess of 25% within the next twelve months, an ACCUMULATE
recommendation in case of an expected TSR between 5% and 25%, a HOLD recommendation in case of an
expected TSR between -5% and +5% within the next twelve months and a SELL recommendation in case of an
expected total return lower than -5% within the next twelve months.

